
Spring/Summer 2008 Starter Kit
Your Starter Kit includes the jewelry styles below. Effective fiscal March 2008.
Substitutions may occur. Jewelry not shown to size.
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Daiquiri Ring $48
A big, brazen emerald-cut rose-colored CZ in
an open-silver setting that lets the stone get
all the attention. Ring contains a hefty 9.3ct
CZ weight of beautiful pink stone.

Whimsy Ankle Bracelet $22
This will put some spring in your step! 
A dainty chain of silver links kicked up with
peridot, light sapphire and light rose colored
cut crystals. Lobster claw clasp. Adjusts 
from 9" to 11½".

Party Girl Bracelet $50
This bracelet reminds you that it's always fun to
be a girl. Colorful cut crystals in pastel colors
glitter up feminine silver charms that range from
cell phone to party dress. It keeps you looking
as young as you feel! Adjusts from 6¾" to 8".
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Alter Ego Bracelet $38
Both feminine and practical, this gold and 
silver bracelet is the ultimate in versatility.
Looks great on its own or combined with
other bracelets. The fold-over clasp blends 
in with the design. 7½".

Cinnabar Necklace $78
Stunning! By day or night, this necklace is
sophistication plus. The polished, earthy red
pendant is wrapped in an electrifying current
of aurora borealis beading. Add flashes of
bronze and ruby cut crystals, and you have
elegance that will take you anywhere. Lobster
claw clasp. 16"-19".Deb Necklace (Silver) $42

A collar necklace is the starting point for creating
style. Most removable slides and pendants fit
on this necklace, except for Anew. 15"-16".

Pivotal Slide $30
Suspended gold and silver squares are free
to twist and spin in any direction. Choose a
simple gold or silver lia sophia omega or Deb
collar necklace for the office. Or pair it with a
cord necklace for lunch with the girls. 

Rival Earrings $30
Two-tone gold and silver metallics double your
options. These fun-loving floaters will always
be on the go, along with you. Click closure post.
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Myth Necklace $38
Natural-looking hand-made glass beads 
of black and gray and a faceted jet glass
cat’s eye stone turn this ordinary silver 
chain into an extraordinarily polished fashion
accessory. This versatile style can be worn as
a double-chain 17" toggle necklace, or long,
with the chains split and lengthened to 33". 

Infrarose Necklace $38
Genuine freshwater pearls and glass beads
strung on pink cords make up this light 
illusion necklace. The finished look is both
sweet and sassy. Lobster claw clasp on 
16"-19" necklace. lia sophia makes a 
contribution to Dress For Success, a 
non-profit organization that promotes the
economic independence of disadvantaged
women, with every purchase of the 
Infrarose Necklace.

Jinx Cuff Bracelet $38
This contemporary openwork cuff has the
light, airy look that's ideal for any season.
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Bordeaux Slide $28
The art lover in you can’t resist this 
museum-influenced slide of free-formed
matte and hammered to complement a 
mellow cabernet glass stone. Pair with a 
lia sophia cord.

Galileo Slide $34
Genuine turquoise and pastel colored glass
cat’s eye stones are star-struck with clear-cut
crystals in a mosaic tile bordered in the
glossiest silver. Slide this pendant onto a 
lia sophia Deb (S), omega or cord necklace.
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* We currently only offer rings in whole sizes 3-11. We suggest you remove the other sizes to avoid confusion.

Have you found these explanations helpful? Complete details on ALL pieces in the catalog are available in the Fashion Focus online in lia sophia University. 
This is the perfect reference tool you should bring to every Show.

Sienna Earrings (Matte Gold) $22
Add a touch of free spirit to your collection
with these twin ovals of matte gold.
Leverback closure.

Tuscan Necklace $40
Genuine tiger’s eye detachable slide is 
suspended from a fine snake chain to create
a true treasure. Each stone is unique, just like
the person who wears it. 16"-19" necklace
with lobster claw clasp; pendant fits on our
omegas, cords and Deb (G) collar.
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Refined Slide $22
A slice of sheer drama created in black epoxy
and glamorous gold. Looks equally cool on a
cord, Deb (Gold) collar or omega.

Trish Necklace $110
The unique feature of flipping it from gold 
to silver gives double value for the fashion 
dollar. Choose from many of our slides to 
complement its beauty. Lobster claw clasp. 17".

Moonlight, by Trish Necklace $58
Multi-faceted slate blue beads dramatize 
the rainbows of color streaming from genuine
abalone. Encircle it with polished silver and
you have a design to make you shine.
Lobster claw clasp on 16"-19" necklace;
removable slide fits on all lia sophia omegas,
cords and Deb (S) collar necklaces.

Quench Earrings $26
A basic (not boring!) earring in your favorite
color. Watercolor-blue glass cat’s eye stones
mounted in polished silver.

Anew Necklace $38
Very new and very now. A sleek black genuine
leather cord tagged with the shiniest silver
pendant. A great look with jeans and casuals.
Lobster claw clasp. Pendant is removable so
you can use the cord with different slides in
our collection. 16"-19". 
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Peanut Earrings $23
lia sophia always keeps basics from being
boring. Witness these little peanut-shaped
mirrors of silver dangle capriciously on 
fishhook style posts. No nibbling allowed!

Open Water Earrings $22
Textured matte silver rings around pools 
of light sapphire cut crystals and splashes 
of more montana colored cut-crystals.
Fishhook style. 

Bubblicious Stretch Bracelet $30
Pastels spaced with textured antique 
silver beads. Bracelet lovers might want 
to make an even bigger color statement 
by wearing in multiples or pairing with our
Chit-Chat (070) bracelet.

Night Oasis Necklace $88
Dusky discs of genuine mother-of-pearl with
a color spectrum that appears grayish white
on one side and charcoal gray on the other,
with a sparkle of faceted jet glass crystal
beads. 36"-39". Lobster claw clasp.

Roundel Earrings (Gold) $24
Classic hoop earrings with a gradient 
shape that goes from round to flat and 
back again. Lever back closure.
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7002 Display Tray, 1" (2 trays)

7007 Foam Sheet Inserts (2 sets of 2)

7010 Spring/Summer 2008 Catalog
Includes the Kiam Family Signature
Collection (2 packages of 10)

7022 Kit Bag 

7016 Product Invitation Postcards (Set of 100)

7017 Model Invitation Postcards (Set of 100)

7150 Quick Start Guide

7163 Ring Sizer*

7507 Hostess Envelopes (Set of 6)

7508 Display Cloth

7540 Wish List (Pad of 50)

7555 Hostess Selection and Order Summary
(Set of 12)

7556 Guest List (Set of 12)

7547 Customer Selection Ticket (Set of 50)
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